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Activate the Earth
Star Chakra for

rebirth and reneawal

          Rest your mind!

 Reiki meditation 

for overthinkers
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1   Expand your

understanding of

how gratitude works

     Boost happiness &

start your own

gratitude journal

    Honor the bridge

between worlds - 

All Souls' Day!

Thanksgiving

        Shift your energy

with intentional

gratitude bath

          Heal & balance 

your Heart to feel 

the gratefulness

    Full Moon

Meditation with

Archangel Jophiel

        Appreciate life 

with Gratitude

Meditation

    Draw or build 

your own Reiki

Gratitude Tree

         The power of a

thankful heart -

Happy Thanksgiving!

 Take your 

gratitude practice

deeper

      It's time for some

healing gratitude

affirmations!

 Today choose

gratitude over any

kind of complaints

        3 things you are

grateful for at the

end of the day

         Be thankful for

the presence of

Reiki in your life

        Forgive and be

grateful with

Ho'oponopono

       Write a gratitude

letter to someone

special in your life

        Magnify the 

power of gratitude

with CKR symbol 
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The roots of all goodness lie in the
soil of appreciation for goodness. -

Dalai Lama 

            Be thankful for

autumn and all the

changes it brought

  3 things you are

grateful for as Reiki

practitioner 

   Use Anu,

the Zibu Symbol of

Gratitude 
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  Create the

Gratitude Jar and

send it daily Reiki
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30      New Moon

channeled message

from the fairies

    Infuse your 

body with love & 

 gratitude - exercise

   Set aside 20 min 

and take a gratitude 

walk in nature 

          Be thankful for

your food & those

who made it possible

  Always be 

grateful for the

many gifts of Reiki

         Be thankful for

the joyous moments

of your life! 

      Write a 'Thank 

You' note to yourself

and put it at sight

           Set a Gratitude

Crystal Grid &

charge it with Reiki

        Smile often & 

tell others how much

you appreciate them


